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Cyber attack on Hydro’s worldwide organization
High-level timeline of events

•
•

Attackers gain
access to IT-network
Move through and up
hierarchy undetected

•
•

Encryption attack launched
Detected through unusual
server activity just after
midnight CET on 19 March

•
•
•
•
•

March 19

Focus on containing and
neutralizing attack
All servers and PCs
disconnected throughout
Hydro’s global organization
Work-arounds/manual
procedures established
Alternative internal and
external communication
channels established
Cooperation established
with relevant authorities

March 19-20

•
•
•

Containment verified and
work started to establish
overview of impact
Production increased and
stabilized through workarounds/manual procedures
Starting recovery process,
based on safety first and
business priorities

First two weeks

•
•

Karmøy power failure,
leading to loss of
production capacity
Security level increased
as a precaution

April 1

•
•

Recovery implementation
Gradually reconnecting
network “safe zone”
based on safety first and
business priorities

From April onwards
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Source

Resolving the situation

• Hydro is working 24/7 with all available internal resources and in
close cooperation with external expertise to resolve the situation
• All PCs and servers across the company are being reviewed,
cleaned for any malware and safely restored, according to strict
guidelines to ensure security and safety
• Encrypted PCs and servers are being rebuilt based on back-ups
• Hydro is in dialog with relevant Norwegian and international
authorities, including Norway’s National Investigation Service
(Kripos) and the Norwegian National Security Authority (NSM)
• The attack was reported to Kripos on March 20
• Kripos has opened an investigation.
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Next steps

• Our top priorities are to ensure safe operations, safeguarding
customers and returning Hydro back to normal business
• In four out of five business areas, production is running at normal
speed, but with manual workarounds
• Extruded Solutions is now approaching normalized production
levels, running at an average output of 85-90%
• It remains unclear how long it might take to fully restore stable IT
operations
• Based on a high-level evaluation, the preliminary estimated
financial impact for the first full week following the attack is
around NOK 300-350 million
• The majority stemming from lost margins and volumes in the Extruded
Solutions business area
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